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ABSTRACT: Human parainfluenza virus type 3 (hPIV-3) is a clinically significant pathogen
and is the causative agent of pneumonia and bronchiolitis in children. In this study the
solution dynamics of human parainfluenza type 3 hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN) have
been investigated. A flexible loop around Asp216 that adopts an open conformation in direct
vicinity of the active site of the apo-form of the protein and closes upon inhibitor binding has
been identified. To date, no available X-ray crystal structure has shown the molecular
dynamics simulation-derived predominant loop-conformation states found in the present
study. The outcomes of this study provide additional insight into the dynamical properties of
hPIV-3 HN and may have important implications in defining HN glycan recognition events,
receptor specificity, and antiparainfluenza virus drug discovery.

■ INTRODUCTION

Viruses are one of the greatest health threats1 to mankind, and
viral diseases have significant socioeconomic impact on the
world.2 The Paramyxoviridae family of viruses is of significant
medical and veterinary importance,3 including the important
human respiratory pathogens, the parainfluenza viruses
(hPIVs). hPIV types 1 to 3 are the leading cause of respiratory
disease in infants and young children, the immunocompro-
mised, chronically ill, and elderly.3,4 Clinical manifestation of
parainfluenza infection is typically croup5 (hPIV-1) and
pneumonia or bronchiolitis (hPIV-3).6 Up to 100 000 hospital-
izations per annum in the USA alone occur as a result of
parainfluenza virus infection. Despite a number of attempts,
there are currently neither vaccines7 nor specific antiviral
therapy8 to prevent or treat hPIV infections. While hPIV
vaccine development continues,9 there is an urgent need for the
discovery of specific cost-effective antiparainfluenza drugs.
Paramyxoviral hemagglutinin-neuramindase (HN) is a

glycoprotein associated with the outer membrane of the virus
particle and is essential for the initial glycan-mediated binding
of the virus to the host cell as well as for the release of virus
progeny from the infected host cell.3 The crystal structures of
the paramyxoviral HN show that the architecture of the active
site is similar to influenza virus sialidase (NA)10,11 with six of
seven12 critical active site amino acids functionally con-
served.10,11,13

The N-acetylneuraminic acid-based sialidase inhibitor Neu5-
Ac2en (1)14−17 and the potent influenza virus sialidase
inhibitor 4-deoxy-4-guanidino-Neu5Ac2en (zanamivir,
2)14,16−18 have been evaluated against the hPIVs 1 to 3
sialidase activity in various in vitro assays, with inhibition values
reported in the high micromolar range. Significantly, both
Neu5Ac2en (1)19 and zanamivir (2)17,20 have also been shown

to inhibit the receptor-binding and fusion processes of hPIV-3.
In comparison to intensive research into influenza virus
sialidase inhibitor development,1,21 there have been relatively
few studies reported on the development of inhibitors of hPIV
HN sialidase activity. Glycan array studies22,23 have provided
insight into the receptor specificity of hPIV HN as well as an
exploration of a secondary carbohydrate-binding site. More-
over, a C4−C5 difuncitonalized Neu5Ac2en derivative that
contains more bulky substituents than either 1 or 2 can also be
accommodated within the hPIV HN active site.22

In recent molecular dynamics (MD) studies on influenza A
virus sialidase, loop flexibility in two distinct regions (the 150-
loop and the 430-loop) that are in close proximity to the
protein’s active site has been observed.24,25

Our present study on hPIV-3 HN uses Molecular Dynamics
(MD) simulations on four different hPIV-3 HN structures to
investigate the structural dynamics of this protein in solution.
Specifically, to explore hPIV HN loop flexibility, we have
investigated two apo-forms of the enzyme crystallized at the
two different pH values 6.5 and 7.5 (PDB 1V2I, 1V3B), one
structure in complex with Neu5Ac2en (1, PDB 1V3D), and
one in complex with zanamivir (2, PDB 1V3E).10 Complexed
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structures have been crystallized at pH 7.5. The outcomes of
this study will have significant implications in the discovery of
novel antiparainfluenza inhibitors.

■ METHODS
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. MD simulations were

performed with the GROMOS software26,27 using the force-field
parameter set 54A4.28 Initial coordinates were taken from the X-ray
structure of hPIV-3 HN10 (PDB: 1V2I, 1V3B), in complex with 2-
deoxy-2,3-didehydro-D-N-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac2en, 1)10

(PDB: 1V3D) and in complex with zanamivir (2)10 (PDB: 1V3E).
In Figure 1, a superimposition of all available crystal structures shows

that the structures solved for both apo- and holo-forms of hPIV-3 HN
exhibit closed-loop conformations for the 216-loop. Parameters for 1
and 2 have been generated (Supporting Information) in an analogous
manner to existing parameters in the GROMOS force-field. Ionization
states of amino acid residues were assigned at pH 7.0. The histidine
side chains were protonated at the Nε atom. Calcium and sulfate ions
present in the crystal structure have been included in the simulation.
The simple-point-charge (SPC) water model29 was used to describe
the solvent molecules. In the simulations, water molecules were added
around the protein within a cubic box with a minimum distance of 1.4
nm between the protein atoms and the square walls of the periodic
box. All bonds were constrained with a geometric tolerance of 10−4

using the SHAKE algorithm.30

A steepest-descent energy minimization of the system was
performed to relax the solute−solvent contacts while positionally
restraining the solute atoms using a harmonic interaction with a force
constant of 2.5 × 104 kJ mol−1 nm−2. Next, steepest-descent energy
minimization of the system without any restraints was performed to
eliminate any residual strain. The energy minimizations were
terminated when the energy change per step became smaller than
0.1 kJ mol−1. For the nonbonded interactions, a triple-range method
with cutoff radii of 0.8/1.4 nm was used. Short-range van der Waals
and electrostatic interactions were evaluated every time step based on

a charge-group pair list. Medium-range van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions, between (charge group) pairs at a distance longer than
0.8 nm and shorter than 1.4 nm, were evaluated every fifth time step,
at which point the pair list was updated. Outside the longer cutoff
radius, a reaction-field approximation31 was used with a relative
dielectric permittivity of 78.5. The center of mass motion of the whole
system was removed every 1000 time steps. Solvent and solute were
independently, weakly coupled to a temperature bath of 295 K with a
relaxation time of 0.1 ps.32

The systems were also weakly coupled to a pressure bath of 1 atm
with a relaxation time of 0.5 ps and an isothermal compressibility of
0.7513 × 10−3 (kJ mol−1 nm−3)−1. Periods of 20 ps MD simulation
with harmonic position restraining of the solute atoms with force
constants of 2.5 × 104, 2.5 × 103, 2.5 × 102, and 2.5 × 101 kJ mol−1

nm−2 were performed to further equilibrate the systems at 50, 120,
1800, 240, and 300 K, respectively. The simulations were each carried
out for 30 ns. The trajectory coordinates and energies were saved
every 0.5 ps for analysis. Performed simulations are summarized in
Table 1.

Analysis. Analyses were done with the analysis software GROMOS
++.33 Atom-positional root-mean-square differences (RMSDs) be-
tween structures were calculated by performing a rotational and
translational atom-positional least-squares fit of one structure on the
second (reference) structure using a given set of atoms (N, Cα, C).

Atom-positional root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs) over a
period of simulation were calculated by performing a rotational and
translational atom-positional least-squares fit of the Cα-atoms of the
trajectory structures on the reference. RMSFs have been calculated for
all residues and for the residues comprising the 216-loop (residues
210−221). To obtain reduced, representative structural ensembles for
the simulations, RMSD-based conformational clustering has been
performed.34 Structures extracted every 10 ps from simulations have
been superimposed on backbone-Cα atoms to remove overall rotation
and translation. Clustering of the residues that line the binding site
(residues 190−198, 210−221, 251−259, 274−280, 320−326, 334−
339, 369−377, 407−413, 474−480, 529−533) has been performed to
compare relative structural populations of hPIV-3 HN protein from
the different simulation trajectories. The similarity criterion applied in
this analysis was the RMSD of all residue atoms with a cutoff of 0.13
nm, as previously described24 for influenza virus sialidase. The
percentages of intermolecular hydrogen (H) bonds between the
protein and ligand have been calculated for the simulations involving
Neu5Ac2en- (1) and zanamivir- (2) bound structures (1V3D, 1V3E)
using a maximum distance criterion of 0.25 nm between the hydrogen
atom and the acceptor atom and a minimum donor−hydrogen−
acceptor angle criterion of 135°.

■ RESULTS
The simulations of the four available crystal structures allow an
investigation of the different dynamic behavior of hPIV-3 HN
in solution and under physiological conditions. The atom-
positional root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) from the
starting structures for the atoms (Cα, N, C) in the simulations
are shown in Figure 2. All of the proteins studied remain close
to their starting crystal structures, and their RMSDs converge
to a value of approximately 0.2 nm (Figure 2, Panel A). The
overall backbone RMSD shows that all of the simulated systems
remain stable during the 30 ns of production. The RMSD

Figure 1. Superimposition of the experimental crystal structures of
hPIV-3 NA (1V2I, 1V3B, 1V3D, 1V3E10). The distance across the
cavity size is 20.26 Å.

Table 1. Overview of the MD Simulations of the Different Systemsa

simulation label 1V2I 1V3B 1V3D 1V3E

protein apo-hPIV-3 HN apo-hPIV-3 HN hPIV-3 HN−(1) complex hPIV-3 HN−(2) complex
starting structure (PDB ID) 1V2I 1V3B 1V3D 1V3E
simulation length [ns] 30 30 30 30

a1V2I: apo-hPIV-3 HN;10 1V3B: apo-hPIV-3 HN;10 1V3D: hPIV-3 in complex with Neu5Ac2en (1);10 1V3E: hPIV-3 HN in complex with
zanamivir (2).10
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values calculated for residues comprising the 216-loop region
(residues 210−221) (Figure 2, Panel B) reach plateau values of
around 0.3 nm for all simulations, except for 1V2I and 1V3B,
where elevated RMSD values of around 0.6 nm are reached for
a period of 5 ns during the simulation. Deviation from the
crystal starting structure seems to be more significant in these
simulations, indicating a loop-opening transition and support-
ing the notion that complexation of Neu5Ac2en (1) and
zanamivir (2) stabilizes a closed-loop conformation of the
hPIV-3 HN protein.
The atom-positional root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs)

for the Cα-atoms were calculated for the entire 30 ns of the
trajectories (Figure 3). All simulations show reasonably small
fluctuations for secondary structure regions, indicating that
secondary structure features of all systems remain intact. Larger
fluctuations are observed for the loop regions. Fluctuations for
the 216-loop (residues 210−221) vary in the different
simulations (Figure 4), reaching values of up to 0.3 nm for

the simulations of the apo-structures 1V2I and 1V3B, indicating
that this region of the protein is highly flexible in the apo-forms
of the protein.
Simulations of the hPIV-3 HN−ligand complexes exhibit

smaller RMSF values of around 0.1 nm, emphasizing the
stabilizing effect ligand binding has on the 216-loop’s
conformation. Binding of zanamivir (2) leads to smaller
fluctuations than Neu5Ac2en (1), suggesting a higher
inhibition efficacy of zanamivir (2) in comparison to
Neu5Ac2en (1). RMSF values of a selection of hot-spot
residues lining the catalytic site are presented (Table 2).

The dynamics of these residues are of particular interest for
structure-based inhibitor design investigations. This analysis
reveals elevated RMSF values in the immediate surroundings of
residue Asp216 for the simulation of 1V2I and 1V3B in
comparison to the simulations with bound ligands (1) 1V3D
(2) and 1V3E. The zanamivir (2)-bound structure undergoes
the least amount of movement away from the starting crystal
structure. Comparison of the RMSF values obtained from the
simulation of the apo-structures to values obtained from
experimental B-values shows that in the crystal structure the
216-loop is significantly more rigid than in solution. The most
populated clusters of all simulations are shown (Figure 5) in
comparison with the experimentally derived crystal structure of
hPIV-3 HN.10

These results suggest that significant motion can occur in the
216-loop, and it is highly governed by the absence or presence
of a ligand. The apo-systems seem to be more flexible in the
catalytic region, compared to the systems where either 1 or 2 is

Figure 2. Atom-positional RMSDs of the backbone atoms (Cα, N, C).
1V2I (black), 1V3B (red), and 1V3D in complex with Neu5Ac2en (1,
green) and 1V3E with zanamivir (2, blue), with respect to the starting
(X-ray) structure in the simulations. RMSDs have been calculated for
all residues (Panel A) and the 216-loop (residues 210−221, B). The
protein’s overall structure remains close to the crystal structure;
conformational rearrangements, however, are observed for the 216-
loop in the apo-protein (Panel B, black and red curves).

Figure 3. Atom-positional RMSFs of the Cα atoms. 1V2I (black),
1V3B (red), and 1V3D in complex with Neu5Ac2en (1, green) and
1V3E with zanamivir (2, blue) over the entire simulation time. The
least-squares superimposition of structures involved all Cα atoms.

Figure 4. Atom-positional RMSFs of the Cα atoms comprising the
216-loop. 1V2I (black), 1V3B (red), and 1V3D in complex with
Neu5Ac2en (1, green) and 1V3E with zanamivir (2, blue) over the
entire simulation time. The least-squares superposition of structures
involved all Cα atoms. The 216-loop of inhibitor-bound structures
showed lower fluctuations than the apo-forms of the protein.

Table 2. Root-Mean-Square Fluctuations of Selected
Residues Comprised in the 216-Loop for the Simulated
Systems in Nanometers

residue X-ray 1V2I 1V3B 1V3D 1V3E

210 0.036 0.108 0.076 0.086 0.059
212 0.046 0.204 0.200 0.163 0.104
214 0.048 0.215 0.179 0.109 0.093
216 0.057 0.273 0.229 0.111 0.099
218 0.060 0.252 0.229 0.134 0.100
220 0.041 0.109 0.099 0.070 0.059
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bound. The solvent-accessible surface of the three most
populated cluster conformations occurring in the simulations
is also shown (Figure 5). The simulations of the apo-structures
present a larger, more accessible cavity than the simulations
with bound substrate as is indicated by dotted circles (Figure
5).
To further describe the nature of the open-loop con-

formation, Figure 6 shows the superimposition of the crystal
structure of apo-hPIV-3 HN (1V2I10) with the most populated
structural cluster obtained from a MD simulation of the same
structure. The distance between the cavity walls shows an
increased value for the MD simulation.
Final conformations (Figure 7) of the 216-loop after 10 and

20 ns of simulations have been determined. We observed that

the simulations of the apo-forms 1V2I and 1V3B undergo
conformational changes. In the simulation of 1V3B, the loop
adopts a fully opened conformation after 10 ns, whereas the
ligand-bound structures show closed-loop conformations at all
stages of the simulations.
The hydrogen bond interactions between the C4-hydroxyl

group of 1 and the Asp216 side chain, that further stabilize the
closed-loop conformation, have been determined (Figure 8 and
Table 3). Interestingly, in the simulation of hPIV-3 HN with 2,
however, no such interaction was observed (Figure 8).

■ DISCUSSION
We have used a Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation
approach to identify a flexible region of the hPIV-3 HN
protein that lies in immediate vicinity to the N-acetylneur-
aminic acid binding site. hPIV-3 HN is an essential protein in
the lifecycle of the virus and is used by the virus in both
attachment and release from host cells. Our study represents
the first MD investigation on a validated drug discovery target
for antiparainfluenza virus therapeutics development. The loop
comprising the residues 210−221, the so-called 216-loop,

Figure 5. Three most populated clusters (second, third, and fourth
column) of the 216-loop in the simulations of the apo-structures 1V2I
(first row) and 1V3B (second row), as well as for the ligand-bound
structures 1V3D with Neu5Ac2en (1, third row) and 1V3E with
zanamivir (2, fourth row). Shown in comparison is the experimental
crystal structures10 (first column). Solvent-accessible surface plots of
the active site’s cavity are shown. Significant changes in the
conformation of the 216-loop are indicated by dashed circles. The
216-loop is shown in color (residue 210−221).

Figure 6. Superimposition of the crystal structure of hPIV-3 HN
(1V2I,10 dark green) and the most populated cluster of the
corresponding MD simulation (light green). The distances between
the walls of the binding site are labeled in blue, 20.26 and 22.85 Å for
the structurally observed and MD calculated, more open structure,
respectively.

Figure 7. Superimposed final structures after 10 ns (left) and 20 ns
(right) of the simulations 1V2I (apo, red), 1V3B (apo, green), 1V3D
(Neu5Ac2en, 1, blue), and 1V3E (zanamivir, 2, magenta). Open-loop
conformations are preferred for the apo-forms of hPIV-3 HN, whereas
the ligand-bound structures adopt closed-loop conformations.

Figure 8. Final structures of the hPIV-3 HN bound to the inhibitors
Neu5Ac2en (1, left) and zanamivir (2, right). The residue Asp216 is
explicitly shown. A persistent hydrogen bond between Neu5Ac2en (1)
and Asp216 further stabilizes the closed-loop conformation (green
line). This hydrogen bond engagement is not observed in the case of
zanamivir (2) bound within the active site.

Table 3. Occurrence (%) of Hydrogen (H) Bonds Involving
Asp216 from the 30 ns MD Simulation of 1V3Da

donor
molecule

donor
atom

acceptor
residue

acceptor atom
(O) H-bond %

Neu5Ac2en C4-OH Asp216 O1 29
Neu5Ac2en C4-OH Asp216 O2 58

aZanamivir (2) (simulation 1V3E) did not show significant hydrogen
bonding with Asp216 in the course of the 30 ns of simulations.
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populates different conformations in the apo-form of the HN in
comparison to the inhibitor-bound protein.
Our data suggest that the 216-loop is in a more open

conformation in the apo-protein, and when either substrate or
inhibitor is bound the loop closes to better engage the ligand.
Interestingly, all of the available experimentally determined
structures10 do not show differences in the 216-loop
conformation between inhibitor-bound structures and apo-
structures. All of these experimentally determined structures
have a closed-loop conformation, and this fact is reminiscent of
the experimentally derived influenza A virus Group 2 sialidase
structures.1 The present study, however, demonstrates that the
216-loop cannot be treated as a rigid, defined characteristic for
the hPIV HN protein. We conclude that the 216-loop can
adopt an open conformation in solution under physiological
conditions (pH 7, 298 K, 1 atm). This phenomenon is
consistent with recently published findings22,23 which showed
that larger ligands can be accommodated in hPIV-3 NA’s
binding site. It is likely that flexibility plays an important role in
ligand binding, particularly glycan-receptor recognition, and
mechanism of catalysis studies for hPIV-3 HN should take into
account the different conformations that the 216-loop can
adopt. A similar phenomenon has been observed for influenza
A virus group 1 (e.g., N1) and group 2 (e.g., N2) sialidases,
where some crystal structures of both groups have been
obtained exclusively in closed-loop conformations. However,
recent results of MD studies suggest that loop flexibility exists
across both groups, and this observation has become a subject
of interest for further influenza A virus sialidase inhibitor
development.24,25

■ CONCLUSION
These recent MD investigations,24,25 taken together with our
present study, lead us to propose that this loop flexibility may
be a common feature of all viral sialidases and may be an
important determinant of glycan receptor specificity. The
current study further highlights the importance of dynamic
simulations in better understanding potential protein flexibility
that has not been resolved by crystallographic analysis. Our
present findings provide new opportunities toward a better
understanding of glycan (receptor) recognition and the
discovery of novel therapeutics to treat parainfluenza viral
infections. Finally, this study further supports the notion that
protein flexibility may be a common feature of glycan-binding
proteins, particularly glycan-recognizing enzymes.
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